
DoingIt!--  a journal of positive living
“What Would You Do... If You Knew You Could Not Fail?”

Q: Who is the average DoingIt! reader? 

A: We’re bringing together…

an army of Oprah viewers, Paul Harvey listeners, Reader’s Digest readers, Anthony Robbins/Wayne Dyer/ Caroline Myss fans, 
and spiritual warriors of all denominations…
optimists,  early adopters, self-motivators, cultural creatives… characters, the caring and cooperative… scientists, artists , spiritualists…
all of the good-hearted, well-intentioned , effective, far-seeing cheerleaders for humanity.

And we are reclaiming good news, good moods, positive action and all of the potential of the human race that has been shunted
aside for the nightly “murders, weather and sports” due to a perceived general lack of sizzle.

Those of vision know there is a world beyond the reach of our fears, our “stuff”, our limitations. These are DoingIt! readers--
the folks who get excited about the future and work toward the solutions that are  creating a world we can be proud to pass off to
our children.

We think positivity and possibility are more wise , cool and courageous than cynicism and apathy; that bad news comes from the
limited perspectives of those who haven’t seen the forest for the trees; and that there is a conversation that has been hanging in the
air waiting for someone to kickstart  it and take a stand for us all doing a lot better. It is time to awaken.

The direction of modern exploration—where no wo/man has gone before—is inward. Through any of our lingering shadow… to our
inner light; leaving the past for the future; reclaiming paradise—through right choices and long-ranging, simple solutions. Peace and
happiness, joy and fulfillment are our birthright. It is time to drop the illusion.

The DoingIt! mission is an individual journey… taken and supported by many. We are never alone. And as we heal we open
to the possibility of greater and greater community.

Free Your Mind of Worry! 

Begin taking advantage of the inspiring words, images, stories, tools and solutions DoingIt! has to offer. Subscribe now! Online
or postal subscriptions-- both with access to community website, archive, forum, etc.

.
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DoingIt! http://doingit.hyphenate.org   $18/year online   $26/year postal   doingitinfo@hyphenate.org   913.579.7203
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your profile to the password of your choice.
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